{110}, {200} and {211} neutron diffraction profiles of an interstitial-free annealed steel sheet were measured on 5 Â 5 degrees stereographic angle grids, and several evaluation methods of diffraction intensity were employed to calculate the bulk texture, including the peak intensity at a constant 2theta angle, the simply summed intensity in a constant 2theta angle spread and the Gaussian integrated intensity obtained by single peak fitting of each profile. The comparison among differently evaluated bulk textures shows that a stronger f111ghuvwi fiber component and a weaker f001gh110i rotated cube component appear in the texture of investigated steel and the Gaussian integrated intensity method with proper coefficient constraints possesses a higher sensitivity to both weak texture components and strong ones. The crystallographic orientation maps obtained from electron backscattering diffraction and the bulk textures estimated from X-ray diffraction confirm the feasibility of the neutron bulk texture based on the Gaussian integrated intensity, suggesting that it can be suitably utilized to evaluate the global orientation distribution characteristics of heterogeneous materials.
Introduction
As an important factor influencing mechanical/physical properties of crystalline materials, crystallographic textures are usually measured by X-ray diffraction or electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) on the well polished plane surface of a sample. However, it has been reported that these techniques have certain difficulty in measuring pole figures of coarse grain materials, unpolished industrial samples, rather weak texture materials and multi-phase composite materials. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Moreover, in order to precisely predict the macroscopic properties of a steel sheet, a high-quality statistical average texture (also called as global texture or bulk texture) is more valuable than the local plane texture obtained by X-ray diffraction or EBSD. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Though different sample preparation methods have been proposed rightly to measure the bulk texture of a sheet material by X-ray diffraction, 14, 15) only the reflection method is applicable.
Due to strong penetrability of thermal neutrons and high angular resolution, neutron diffraction is an efficient tool for the analysis of bulk textures for most polycrystalline materials, especially in a nondestructive manner. 8, 13, [16] [17] [18] Recently, neutron diffraction has been applied to in situ investigate the microstructure evolution of an identical sample under different environmental conditions, such as at temperatures up to 1000 C, and under tensile/compressive loading. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] By using energy dispersive neutron diffraction, many {hkl} pole figures are simultaneously extracted through a large quantity of computer fit of strong Bragg reflection peaks. [22] [23] [24] However, numerous wavelength-dependent corrections (incident spectrum, detector efficiency, and reflectivity) must be applied to the Time-Of-Flight full profile data. Another problem is that the space orientation coverage is not comparable with X-ray diffraction due to limited neutron detectors, though it can be further improved through proper specimen rotation. 22 ) By using angle dispersive neutron diffraction, complete pole figures can be measured analogously to X-ray diffraction if the time resolution is not highly required. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] The reliability evaluation for pole figure measurements of a textured polycrystalline calcite showed that position-sensitive detectors (PSDs) have an advantage over single-tube detectors because of better counting statistics. 22) However, no systematic report can be found on how to improve the texture accuracy of angle dispersive neutron diffraction through proper data processing, and ensure it consistent with the results from other measurement methods. 30) For the pole figure measurement with the reflection method, when the radial angle () increases, the flight pass of X-ray beam in the sample surface layer becomes longer and the X-ray absorption and scattering cause the shifted and lowered diffraction intensity resulting in broadened diffraction peaks. Therefore, the diffraction intensities are necessarily defocus-corrected. For the neutron diffraction, we need not to consider such experimental problems because of the weak scattering and absorption of thermal neutrons. However, how to evaluate the diffraction intensity is still important to study, especially for weak diffraction profiles in neutron texture measurement.
In this paper, a one-dimensional PSD with 2 mm spacing between neighbor anode wires was set up at 800 mm far away from the textured sample center to get a 2 neutron profile at each (; ) stereographic angle grid point. Several evaluation methods of neutron diffraction intensity including the peak intensity at a chosen 2 angle, the simply summed intensity in a constant angle spread similar to X-ray diffraction and the integrated intensity through specific peak function fitting were used to calculate the texture of a commercial interstitial-free (IF) annealed steel. These results were further compared with the conventional X-ray textures, the estimated X-ray bulk texture, and the EBSD normal direction (ND) inverse pole figure maps.
Experimental Procedures
A 0.68 mm-thick cold rolled and annealed IF steel was investigated in this paper, containing 0.0018C-0.01Si-0.17Mn-0.013P-0.006S-0.01Cu-0.01Ni-0.02Cr-0.003V-0.03Ti-0.026Nb-0.033Al solute -0.0014N total (mass%). The plastic strain ratios of this steel sheet along the longitudinal direction (or rolling direction, RD), the diagonal direction and the transverse direction (TD) were r 0 ¼ 2:01, r 45 ¼ 2:12, r 90 ¼ 2:72, respectively, i.e. the average r-value r m ¼ ðr 0 þ 2 Á r 45 þ r 90 Þ=4 ¼ 2:24 and the planar anisotropy Ár ¼ ðr 0 À 2 Á r 45 þ r 90 Þ=2 ¼ 0:24, revealing the co-existence of a strong f111ghuvwi fiber texture and some other weak texture components. The 15 Â 15 mm sheets were carefully stacked up to be a cubic sample with consistent rolling directions, while the edges of the sheets were adhered with a small amount of glue. (110), (200), (211) quadrant pole figures were measured on the REsidual Stress Analysis (RESA) neutron diffractometer at Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) with a neutron wavelength of 0.18 nm, a 5 mm Â 5 mm slit for incident beam and a 5 mm collimator before PSD. The dwelling time for profile collection at each grid point (; ¼ 0 {90 at a step of 5 ) was 40 sec, where the gauge volume with 125 mm 3 was completely embedded inside the cubic sample. Figure 1 illustrates the sample setting and profile acquisition. The peak intensity at a chosen 2 angle, the simply summed intensity in a constant angle spread (Á2 % 2:0 and 6.5 ) and the Gaussian integrated intensity were respectively utilized as the measured neutron diffraction intensity to calculate the bulk texture.
Seven disc specimens with a diameter of 25 mm were ground to different thickness position (S ¼ ðt 0 À 2ÁtÞ=t 0 ¼ 0:0 (center) $1:0 (surface), where t 0 and Át were the initial thickness of the sheet and the thickness of removed layer, respectively (see Fig. 2(a) ). Moreover, a 22 mm Â 22 mm ND-TD sectioned composite sample was also prepared to measure the X-ray {110}, {200} and {211} incomplete pole figures and estimate the bulk texture through proper orientation rotation 15) (see Fig. 2(b) ). X-ray diffraction intensities were defocus-corrected by using a powdered random orientation sample made of a ferritic stainless steel (FSS), one of texture standards purchased from the company LaboSoft s.c. The orientation distribution functions (ODF) of both neutron and X-ray textures were analyzed with the series expansion method by using the MTM-FHM software (l max ¼ 22). 31) Grain orientation characteristics of electrochemically polished specimens were measured with a Hitachi S-4300SE field-emission scanning electron microscope attached with electron back-scattering diffraction equipment (FE-SEM/EBSD). Figure 3 gives examples of measured neutron profiles with different diffraction intensities (circles) and the Gaussian fitted curve (solid line) in the effective acquisition zone. Due to the change in crystallographic orientation distribution at different stereographic angle positions, the neutron diffraction peaks acquired may be strong as shown in Fig. 3(a) , weak as shown in Fig. 3(b) , and even weaker as shown in Fig. 3(c) . In fact, the corrected peak intensity (I peak ¼ I À I 0 , where I and I 0 are the measured maximum at the Bragg angle 2 and the measured background average intensity) would not be negative in any place even like that in Fig. 3(c) , so that the weaker peak intensities were corrected to zero. The different 2 angle spreads were employed during the analysis of the simply summed intensities similar to X-ray diffraction. For the Gaussian profile fitting, the following equation is employed,
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where I and I 0 denote the peak intensity and the background intensity, respectively. A refers to the integrated intensity and x c is the Bragg angle 2 corresponding to the maximum, and w is the peak width related to the full width at half maximum (i.e. FWHM) by w ¼ FWHM= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ln 4 p . Without any fitting coefficient constraint, some weak peaks of (200) reflection as shown in Fig. 3 (c) may result in zero integrated intensity; if proper coefficient constraints are employed (for example, I 0 > 0, 76:6 < x c < 77:0 , 0:3 < w < 2:0, A > 0 for (200) reflection), the Gaussian fitting of all the peaks can converge very well. In addition, Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) exhibit a little difference in background intensity, which is related to the change in pass distance of neutron beam in the cube sample at different stereographic angle positions. Figure 4 gives the ' 2 ¼ 45 sectioned ODFs obtained from the neutron diffraction peak intensity at a chosen 2 angle, the simply summed intensity in a constant angle spread (Á2 % 2:0 and 6.5 ) and the Gaussian integrated intensity. In the case of peak intensity, the texture shows a typical strong f111ghuvwi fiber with a maximum of 8.78 and other components are hardly found. In the case of simply summed intensity in wide angle spread, the f111ghuvwi fiber is remarkably weak, and the f001gh110i weaker component is confirmed (Fig. 4(b) ). In the case of simply summed intensity in narrow angle spread, the f001gh110i weak component can not be found while the f111ghuvwi fiber is much stronger because part of a flattened peak is regarded as background intensity (Fig. 4(c) ). In the case of Gaussian integrated intensity, one can hardly find the f001gh110i weak component in the ODF obtained without any coefficient constraint (Fig. 4(d) ); on the other hand, both the strong f111ghuvwi fiber with a maximum orientation component f332gh113i-f554gh225i (about 11 times random) and the weak f001gh110i component are well confirmed in that obtained with proper coefficient constraints (Fig. 4(e) ).
Orientation distributions examined by EBSD and
X-ray diffraction In order to examine the reliability of several intensity evaluation methods, the X-ray texture and EBSD orientation distributions were measured. Figure 5 shows the microstructure morphology and orientation characteristics in a ND-RD sectioned sample of IF steel by ND inverse pole figure (IPF) mapping. Though the EBSD measured area is not large, the ferrite grains in the surface layer and in the center layer are found to be a little finer than those in the 1/4 thickness layer, and some grains possess a f001ghuv0i orientation. The ND IPF maps of different through-thickness sections (Fig. 6 ) further confirm the microstructure inhomogeneity of the investigated steel sheet. In addition, a weak f001ghuv0i orientation component appears in these maps, which is consistent with the neutron diffraction bulk texture. Figure 7 (a)-(f) gives the ' 2 ¼ 45 sectioned ODFs at different through-thickness sections determined by X-ray diffraction, revealing that the texture is also inhomogeneous in the through-thickness direction. At the surface of the asreceived IF steel (S ¼ 1:0), the texture shows a weak f111g huvwi fiber and a relatively strong rotated cube component f001gh110i. At the near-surface layer (S ¼ 0:85), the texture shows a stronger f111ghuvwi fiber with a maximum orientation component f332gh113i (about 14.6 times random) and a weak f114ghuvwi fiber, partially related to local shear deformation during cold rolling. 32) Then, the texture becomes weak to a certain extent in the near 1/4 thickness layer and strong again in the layers near to the center, related to the maximum plane-compressive strain during the cold rolling.
It was reported that the bulk texture may be indirectly estimated either by the ODF calculation after summing the X-ray pole figure data of many layers and renormalizing 11) or by an Euler rotation (Á' 1 ¼ 90 , Á ¼ 90 , Á' 2 ¼ 90 ) with an assumption of RD texture uniformity after the X-ray texture measured in a TD-ND section sample. 15) Considering that the thickness between any two neighboring sections was not constant so that the weight fraction for each layer was considered in this paper. The bulk texture of a whole material represented by orientation distribution function f bulk ðgÞ was evaluated by many (n ! 5) through-thickness X-ray ODFs, with an assumption of local uniformity as shown in Fig. 8, i .e.,
where S i means the ith position for X-ray texture measurement (S 0 ¼ 0:0 (center), S n ¼ 1:0 (surface)), f i ðgÞ denotes the orientation distribution function of the ith X-ray texture. On the other hand, the bulk texture of the investigated material was also estimated by using the above Euler rotation of X-ray texture measured in the TD-ND section sample (see Fig. 2(b) ). Though the maximum intensities are a little different, the two estimated bulk textures (Fig. 7(g)-(h) ) commonly show the existence of weak f001ghuv0i component as well as the stronger f111ghuvwi-fiber, which confirms that the Gaussian integrated intensity method is more appropriate for bulk texture analysis. 
3.3
Comparison among several evaluation methods of neutron diffraction intensities Wenk 22) compared the measured pole figures for the same deformed sample of polycrystalline calcite obtained at nine neutron diffraction facilities all over the world. He found that the standard deviations between measured pole figures and recalculated pole figures were very small for the pole figures with strong diffraction intensities but the standard deviations were considerably large for the pole figures with weak diffraction intensities. Though the rigorous statistical evaluation of pole figure data was not involved in this literature, the high peak-to-background ratio through high flux and long counting time can clearly decrease the experimental error.
All the neutron textures based on different diffraction intensity evaluation methods showed a stronger ð111Þhuvwi texture component in this study. However, some textures involved a weak f001gh110i component while some did not. This difference suggests that the background intensity should be taken into account during the texture calculation. Three schematic illustrations are shown in Fig. 9 to compare the different evaluation methods used in Fig. 4 . If the peak intensity at a chosen 2 angle is employed ( Fig. 9(a) ), the diffraction intensity may be changed due to the peak shift. Actually, according to the Gaussian peak fitting results with proper coefficient constraints, the maximum difference in Bragg angles 2 0 obtained from different neutron profiles with various stereographic angles is about 0.2602 in case of (110) pole figure, 0.40 in case of (200) pole figure and 0.0954 in case of (211) pole figure, respectively, which shows the influence of peak shift should not be omitted. Moreover, the background intensity is difficult to be determined for the intensity correction if the PSD angle spread is not wide enough.
If the simply summed intensity in a constant angle spread (for example, Á2 ¼ 2:0 ) is employed ( Fig. 9(b) ), the diffraction intensity may artificially be weakened or overestimated because part of weak diffraction peak may be summed as the background intensity. In order to avoid such a problem, the background intensity at the two sides of each reflection peak should be independently measured by neutron diffraction.
On the other hand, the Gaussian integrated intensity obtained with proper coefficient constraints (Fig. 9(c) ) is relatively close to the real diffraction intensity without any effect of background intensity and it is unnecessary to consider the influences of residual strain (peak shift, especially for the weak (200) pole figure) and background correction (see Fig. 3(c) ). In addition, the comparison between X-ray textures and neutron textures suggests that the Gaussian integrated intensity of neutron diffraction profile obtained with proper coefficient constraints is feasible to be utilized to evaluate the bulk texture. 
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Conclusions
The {110}, {200} and {211} neutron diffraction profiles of an interstitial-free steel were measured on the specific polefigure grid at 5 Â 5 degrees intervals on azimuth and pole distance, and several evaluation methods of neutron diffraction intensity were employed to calculate the bulk textures, including the peak intensity at a constant 2 angle of Bragg diffraction, the simply summed intensity in a constant 2 angle spread and the Gaussian integrated intensity during single peak profile fitting. Compared with the X-ray textures and the EBSD inverse pole figure maps, these neutron orientation distribution functions confirm that the Gaussian integrated intensity obtained from each profile with proper coefficient constraints is helpful to remove the background effect and the residual strain effect and can be utilized to calculate the bulk textures of heterogeneous steels. The Gaussian integrated intensity method proposed here is suitable for the quantitative bulk texture analysis of crystalline materials. Schematic illustrations for different evaluation methods for neutron diffraction intensity: (a) peak intensity at a chosen 2 0 angle where the diffraction intensity may be changed due to the peak shift and the statistic error; (b) simply summed intensity in a constant angle spread, analogous to X-ray diffraction where the careful background intensity correction is needed; (c) Gaussian integrated intensity where the peak shift has no influence on the diffraction intensity and no complex background correction is required.
